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SHOT-NOISE PROCESSES IN FINANCE
THORSTEN SCHMIDT
Abstract. Shot-Noise processes constitute a useful tool in various areas, in particular
in finance. They allow to model abrupt changes in a more flexible way than processes
with jumps and hence are an ideal tool for modelling stock prices, credit portfolio risk,
systemic risk, or electricity markets. Here we consider a general formulation of shot-
noise processes, in particular time-inhomogeneous shot-noise processes. This flexible class
allows to obtain the Fourier transforms in explicit form and is highly tractable. We prove
that Markovianity is equivalent to exponential decay of the noise function. Moreover, we
study the relation to semimartingales and equivalent measure changes which are essential
for the financial application. In particular we derive a drift condition which guarantees
absence of arbitrage. Examples include the minimal martingale measure and the Esscher
measure.
shot-noise processes; martingale measure; semimartingale; Markovianity; minimal mar-
tingale measure, Esscher measure
1. Introduction
Shot-noise processes constitute a well-known tool for modelling sudden changes (shots),
followed by a typical following pattern (noise). In this regard, they are more flexible than
other approaches simply utilizing jumps and this led to many applications in physics, biology
and, with an increasing interest, in finance. Quite remarkably, shot-noise effects were already
introduced in the early 20th century, see Schottky (1918); Campbell (1909a,b), sometimes
also referred to as Schottky-noise. First fundamental treatments were only developed many
years later with1 Rice (1944, 1945) and Rice (1977). Applications of shot-noise processes
also arise in insurance mathematics, marketing, and even astronomy - see the survey article
Bondesson (2004). The first appearances in a finance context seem to be Samorodnitsky
(1995); Chobanov (1999) while in insurance mathematics this class of processes were studied
even earlier, see Klu¨ppelberg et al. (2003) for literature in this regard.
In a general form, denote by 0 ă T1 ă T2 ă . . . the arrival times of the shots, and by
pHp., T q : T P Rě0q a family of stochastic processes representing the noises, then a shot-noise
process S is given by the superposition
St “
ÿ
iě1
1ttďTiuHpt, Tiq, t ě 0;(1)
an example at this level of generality can be found in Schmidt and Stute (2007). Of course,
absolute convergence of the sum needs to be justified, typically by making assumptions
on the arrival times together with suitable restrictions on the noise processes. For the
consideration of stationarity, the process is often extended to the full real line.
At this level of generality, shot-noise processes extend compound Poisson processes signif-
icantly and neither need to be Markovian nor semimartingales. While the definition in (1)
Date: January 1, 2017.
1The works stem from different authors, Stephen Oswald Rice and John Rice.
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2 THORSTEN SCHMIDT
is very general, more restrictions will be needed to guarantee a higher level of tractability.
In this paper we will focus on shot-noise processes which are semimartingales. To the best
of our knowledge all articles, including Rice (1977) and many others, assume that the noises
are i.i.d. and independent from the arrival times of the shots. The most common assump-
tion even leads to a piecewise deterministic Markov process: this is the case, if the noise
processes are given by Hpt, Tiq “ Uie´apt´Tiq with i.i.d. pUiqiě1, independent from pTiqiě1,
and a P R. We will show later that this is essentially the only example where Markovianity
is achieved. More general cases allow for different decay, as for example a power-law decay,
see e.g. Lowen and Teich (1990), or do not assume a multiplicative structure for the jump
heights pUiq. These cases can be summarized under the assumption that
Hpt, Tiq “ Gpt´ Ti, Uiq, t ě 0, i ě 1,(2)
with some general random variables pUiq and a suitable (deterministic) function G.
The obtained class of processes is surprisingly tractable, and the reason for this is that
the Fourier and Laplace transforms of S are available in explicit form, depending on the
considered level of generality. Due to linearity of the integral, the class is stable under
integration, a property shared by affine processes and of high importance for applications in
interest rate markets and credit risk, see Gaspar and Schmidt (2010).
A branch of literature considers limits of shot-noise processes when the intensity of the
shot arrivals increases and shows, interestingly, that limits of this class of processes have frac-
tional character, see Lane (1984); Lowen and Teich (1990); Klu¨ppelberg and Ku¨hn (2004),
and the early studies in insurance mathematics.
The application of shot-noise processes to the modelling of consumer behaviour has been
suggested in Kopperschmidt and Stute (2009, 2013), wherein also the necessary statistical
tools have been developed. The key in this approach is that i.i.d. shot-noise processes are
at hand which allows a good access to statistical methodologies.
In the financial and insurance community they have been typically used to efficiently
model shock effects, see for example Dassios and Jang (2003), Albrecher and Asmussen
(2006), Schmidt and Stute (2007), Altmann et al. (2008), Jang et al. (2011), Scherer et al.
(2012), and references therein. Besides this, in Moreno et al. (2011) an estimation procedure
in a special class of shot-noise processes utilizing the generalized method of moments (GMM)
is developed.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce a suitably general formulation
of shot-noise processes and derive their conditional characteristic function. Moreover, we
study the connection to semimartingales and Markov processes. Proposition 2.4 proves that
exponential decay is equivalent to Markovianity of the shot-noise process. In Section 3 we
propose a model for stocks having a shot-noise component. After the study of equivalent
and absolutely continuous measure changes we obtain a drift condition implying absence
of arbitrage and give an example where independence and stationarity of increments holds
under the objective and the equivalent martingale measure.
2. Shot-noise processes
Our focus will lie on shot-noise processes satisfying (2) and the detailed study of this
flexible class. Consider a filtered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq where the filtration F “
pFtqtě0 satisfies the usual conditions, i.e. F is right-continuous and A Ă B P F with
PpBq “ 0 implies A P F0. By O and P we denote the optional, respectively predictable,
σ-fields, generated by the ca`dla`g, respectively ca`g, processes.
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We will allow for a marked point process as driver2, generalizing previous literature. In
this regard, consider a sequence of increasing stopping times 0 ă T1 ă T2 ă . . . and a se-
quence of d-dimensional random variables U1, U2, . . . . The double sequence Z “ pTi, Ui, i ě
1q is called marked point process. Such processes are well-studied in the literature and
we refer to Bre´maud (1981) for further details and references. We consider one-dimensional
shot-noise processes only, a generalization to more (but finitely many) dimensions is straight-
forward; for the more general case see e.g. Bassan and Bona (1988) for shot-noise random
fields.
Definition 2.1. If Z “ pTi, Ui, i ě 1q is a marked point process and G : R` ˆ Rd Ñ R a
measurable function, we call a stochastic process S “ pStqtě0 having the representation
St “
8ÿ
i“1
1tTiďtuGpt´ Ti, Uiq, t ě 0,(3)
a shot-noise process. If the process
ř
Tiďt Ui, t ě 0 has independent increments, we call S an
inhomogeneous shot-noise process and if the increments are moreover identically distributed
S is called standard shot-noise process.
The classical shot-noise process is obtained when Gpt, uq does not depend on u, see Bon-
desson (2004) for links to the literature on this class. Time-inhomogeneous Le´vy processes
have independent increments and hence may serve as a useful class of driving processes; see
Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) for an in-depth study of processes with independent increments
and, for example, Sato (1999); Cont and Tankov (2004) for a guide to the rich literature
on Le´vy processes. The interest in driving processes beyond processes with independent
increments can be traced back to Ramakrishnan (1953); Smith (1973); Schmidt (1987) –
only under additional assumptions explicit formulae can be obtained.
Note that absolute convergence of the infinite sum in (3) is implicit in our assumption and
needs not be true in general. However, when the stopping times pTiqiě1 have no accumulation
point, this will always hold. A precise definition of this technical fact will utilize the relation
to random measures and the associated compensators, which we introduce now.
To the marked point process Z we associate an integer-valued random measure µ on
R` ˆ Rd by letting
µtpAq “ µpr0, ts ˆAq :“
ÿ
iě1
1tUiPAu1tTiďtu, t ě 0(4)
for any A P BpRdq. Sometimes we consider the to Z associated process Z 1 “ pZ 1tqtě0 of
accumulated jumps given by Z 1t “
ř
iě1 Ui1tTiďtu. As usual, we define Ω˜ “ Ωˆ Rě0 ˆ Rd,
P˜ “ P b BpRdq, and O˜ “ O b BpRdq. A O˜-measurable function W on Ω˜ is called optional.
For an optional function W and a random measure µ we define
W ˚ µt “
ż
r0,tsˆRd
W ps, xqµpds, dxq, t ě 0,
if
ş
r0,tsˆRd |W ps, xq|µpds, dxq is finite, and W ˚ µt “ `8 otherwise.
From Definition 2.1, we obtain that a shot-noise process S has the representation
St “
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gpt´ s, xqµpds, dxq, t ě 0
and in Lemma 2.2 we show that, if G is absolutely continuous, then S is a semimartingale.
2We consider here for simplicity Rd as mark space, while Rd can be replaced by a general Lusin space,
see Bjo¨rk et al. (1997) in this regard.
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The compensator of µ is the unique, F-predictable random measure ν such that
ErW ˚ µ8s “ ErW ˚ ν8s
for any non-negative P˜-measurable function W on Ω˜, see Theorem II.1.8 in Jacod and
Shiryaev (2003).
Some properties of the marked point process Z can be determined from the compensator:
if ν is deterministic (i.e. does not depend on ω), then Z 1 has independent increments. More-
over, if the compensator additionally does not depend on time, i.e. νpdt, dxq “ νpdxqdt, then
Z 1 also has stationary increments. Under the additional assumption that the jumps have
an infinitely divisible distribution we obtain the important special case that Z 1 is a Le´vy
process.
Example 2.1 (Exponential decay). An important special case is the well-known case when
the decay is exponential. We will later show that this is essentially the only case when S
is Markovian. Consider d “ 1, assume that νpr0, ts,Rq ă 8 for all t ě 0 and denote Z 1t “ř
Tiďt Ui, t ě 0. When Gpt, xq “ xe´bt, we obtain BtGpt, xq “ ´bGpt, xq and Gp0, xq “ x,
such that, by Itoˆ’s formula,
St “
ż t
0
´bSudu` Z 1t.
Hence, if Z 1 has independent increments, then S is a Markov process, in particular, an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
We give some further useful specifications of shot-noise processes to be used in the fol-
lowing.
Example 2.2. Specific choices of the noise function G lead to processes with independent
increments, Markovian, and non-Markovian processes.
(i) A jump to a new level (with d “ 1 and Gpt, xq “ x). Then Z 1 “ S and S has the
same properties, as for example independent and stationary increments, such that
S is a Le´vy process.
(ii) We say that S has power-law decay when
Gpt, xq “ x
1` ct
with some c ą 0. This case allows for long-memory effects and heavy clustering,
compare Moreno et al. (2011). In this case, the noise decay is slower than for the
exponential case and the effect of the shot persists for longer time in the data.
(iii) We say that S has random decay if the decay parameter is random. This is an
interesting extension of the class of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. For example, let
d “ 2 and
Gpt, pu, vqq “ u expp´vtq.
Clearly, jump height and decay size can be dependent, see also Schmidt and Stute
(2007).
Shot-noise processes offer a parsimonious and flexible framework as we illustrate in the
following example. In general, shot-noise processes are not necessarily semimartingales:
indeed, this is the case if t ÞÑ Gpt, xq is of infinite variation for all x (or for at least some x).
The following result, which is well-known for standard shot-noise processes, gives the
conditional characteristic function of S. This is a key result to the following applications to
credit risk. We give a proof using martingale techniques which is suitable for our setup.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume that S is a shot-noise process, νpdt, dxq does not depend on ω,
and νpr0, T s,Rdq ă 8. Then, for any 0 ď t ď T and θ P R,
E
”
eiθST |Ft
ı
“ eiθ
şt
0
ş
Rd GpT´s,xqµpds,dxq ¨ exp
ˆż T
t
ż
Rd
´
eiθGpT´s,xq ´ 1
¯
νpds, dxq
˙
.(5)
Proof. For fixed T and θ, we define
Xt :“ exp
ˆ
iθ
ż t
0
ż
Rd
GpT ´ u, xqµpdu, dxq
˙
, 0 ď t ď T.
By Itoˆ’s formula we obtain that
Xt “ 1`
ż t
0
Xs´
´
eiθGpT´s,xq ´ 1
¯
µpds, dxq, 0 ď t ď T.
We set ϕptq :“ ErXts for t P r0, T s. Then
ϕpT q “ E
”
eiθST
ı
“ 1` E
„ ż T
0
Xt´
ż
Rd
´
eiθGpT´t,xq ´ 1
¯
νpdt, dxq `MT

“ 1`
ż T
0
ϕpt´qF pdtq, 0 ď t ď T,
where M is a martingale and F ptq “ şt
0
ş
Rd
´
eiθGpT´t,xq ´ 1
¯
νpdt, dxq, 0 ď t ď T is an
increasing function with associated measure F pdtq. The unique solution of this equation is
given by
ϕpT q “ exppF pT qq
“ exp
ˆż T
0
ż
Rd
´
eiθGpT´t,xq ´ 1
¯
νpdt, dxq
˙
.
Finally, we observe that for 0 ď t ď T ,
E
”
eiθST |Ft
ı
“ eiθ
şt
0
ş
Rd GpT´s,xqµpds,dxq ¨ E
„
exp
ˆ
iθ
ż T
t
ż
Rd
GpT ´ s, xqµpds, dxq
˙
|Ft

.
As µ has independent increments by assumption, the conditional expectation is in fact an
ordinary expectation which can be computed as above and we obtain the desired result. 
The first part of (5) corresponds to the noise of already occurred shots (at time t). The
second part denotes the expectation of future jumps in S. By the application of iterated
conditional expectations, Proposition 2.1 also allows to compute the finite-dimensional dis-
tributions of S.
Example 2.3 (The standard shot-noise process). If Z 1 is a compound Poisson process, then
νpds, dxq “ λFU pdxqds where λ is the arrival rate of the jumps, being i.i.d. with distribution
FU . The classical proof of the above results uses that the jump times of a Poisson process
have the same distribution as order statistics of uniformly distributed random variables, see
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p. 502 in Rolski et al. (1999). In this case the proof simplifies to
E
”
eiθST
ı
“ E
” ÿ
ně1
1tTnďT,Tn`1ąT ue
iθ
řn
j“1Gpt´Ti,Uiq
ı
“ e´λT pλT q
n
n!
nź
j“1
1
T
ż T
0
ż
Rd
eiθGpt´s,uqFU pduqds
“ exp
ˆ
´ λT ` λ
ż T
0
ż
Rd
eiθGpt´s,uqFU pduqds
˙
“ exp
ˆż T
0
ż
Rd
peiθGpt´s,uq ´ 1qλFU pduqds
˙
.
A conditional version is obtained in an analogous manner.
Remark 2.1 (On the general case). What can be said when ν is not deterministic? In fact,
for the proof we need to compute
E
„
exp
ˆ
iθ
ż T
t
ż
Rd
GpT ´ u, xqµpdu, dxq
˙
|Ft

.(6)
For this we need to obtain the exponential compensator of µ givenFt, i.e. theFt-measurable
random measure γt, such that
(6) “ exp
ˆ
iθ
ż T
t
ż
Rd
GpT ´ u, xqγtpdu, dxq
˙
.
Exponential compensators for semimartingales were introduced in Kallsen and Shiryaev
(2002) and play an important roˆle in interest rate theory, compare Cuchiero et al. (2016). We
will show later that for affine shot-noise processes we will be able to compute the exponential
compensator efficiently, see Example 2.4 where we study a self-exciting shot-noise process.
The following result, taken from Schmidt (2014), gives sufficient conditions which yield
that S is a semimartingale.
Lemma 2.2. Fix T ą 0 and assume that Gpt, xq “ Gp0, xq ` şt
0
gps, xqds for all 0 ď t ď T
and all x P Rd. If ż T
0
ż
Rd
pgps, xqq2νpds, dxq ă 8,(7)
P-a.s., then pStq0ďtďT is a semimartingale.
For the convenience of the reader we repeat the proof of this result.
Proof. Under condition (7), we can apply the stochastic Fubini theorem in the general
version given in Theorem IV.65 in Protter (2004). Observe that
St “
ż t
0
ż
Rd
ż t
s
gpu´ s, xqduµpds, dxq `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gp0, xqµpds, dxq
“
ż t
0
ż s
0
ż
Rd
gpu´ s, xqµpds, dxq du`
ż t
0
ż
Rd
Gp0, xqνpds, dxq `Mt,(8)
with a local martingale M . This is the semimartingale represenation of S and hence S is a
semimartingale. 
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It is possible to generalize this result to the case where Gpt, xq “ Gp0, xq` şt
0
gps, xqdApsq
with a process A of finite variation. Here, however, we do not make use of such a level of
generality – see Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), Proposition II.2.9. for details on the choice of
A.
Moreover, a characterization of semimartingales when starting from the more general
formulation in (1) is possible using similar methodologies, see Schmidt and Stute (2007) for
an example.
Remark 2.2. Having a driver Z which has independent and stationary increments may be
a limitation in some applications. It is straightforward to allow for more general driving
processes. For example, consider a filtration G “ pGtqtě0 satisfying the usual conditions.
Let ν be a G0-measurable random measure on r0, T s ˆ Rd such that for any open set A in
Rk,
P
ˆ ÿ
TiPps,ts
1tXiPAu “ k
ˇˇˇ
Gs
˙
“ e´νpps,tsˆAq pνpps, ts ˆAqq
k
k!
.
If X1, X2, . . . are i.i.d. and independent of G, then Z is a G-doubly stochastic marked Pois-
son process, Intuitively, given G , Z is a (time-inhomogeneous) Poisson process with G0-
measurable jumps. This is a so-called initial enlargement of filtration, compare Bielecki
et al. (2000) or Jeanblanc and Rutkowski (2000) for an introduction into this field. Doubly-
stochastic marked Poisson processes in credit risk modelling have also been considered in
Gaspar and Slinko (2008), however not in a shot-noise setting.
Example 2.4 (An affine self-exciting shot-noise process). Inspired by Errais et al. (2010)
we consider the two-dimensional affine process X “ pN,λqJ where
dλt “ κpθ ´ λtqdt` dNt(9)
and N is a counting process with intensity λ. In this case the compensator of N is given by
νN pdt, dxq “ λtδ1pdxqdt; δa denoting the Dirac measure at the point a. Following Keller-
Ressel et al. (2013), the process X is a two-dimensional affine process with state space
N0ˆRě0 when θ ě 0. Hence its conditional distribution is given in exponential affine form,
i.e.
EreiuXT |Fts “ exp
´
φpT ´ t, uq ` xψpT ´ t, uq, Xty
¯
,
for all u P R2 and the coefficients φ and ψ solve the generalized Riccati equations
Btφpt, uq “ κθψ2pt, uq
Btψ1pt, uq “ 0
Btψ2pt, uq “ ´κψ2pt, uq ` exppψ2pt, uq ` ψ1pt, uqq ´ 1
with the boundary conditions φp0, uq “ 0 and ψp0, uq “ u (see Proposition 3.4 in Keller-
Ressel et al. (2013)). Hence ψ1pt, uq “ u1. Observe that λ is a shot-noise process (when
λ0 “ θ “ 0): the solution of (9) is
λt “ e´κtλ0 ` θp1´ e´κtq `
Ntÿ
i“1
e´κpt´Tiq,
where we denoted by T1, T2, . . . the jump times of N . Hence, for λ0 “ θ “ 0, λ is an (affine
and Markovian) shot-noise process.
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2.1. The Markov property. Proposition 2.1 allows us to draw a connection to affine
processes. This processes have been studied intensively in the literature because of their
high tractability. If G has exponential dependence on time, more precisely Gpt, xq “ xe´bt,
then Gpt` s, xq “ Gpt, xqe´bs which is the key to Markovianity. Then,
eiθ
şt
0
ş
Rd GpT´s,xqµpds,dxq “ eiθ
şt
0
ş
Rd e
´bpT´tqGpt´s,xqµpds,dxq
“ eiθe´bpT´tq
şt
0
ş
Rd Gpt´s,xqµpds,dxq “ eiθe´bpT´tqSt ,
such that
E
”
eiθST
ˇˇ
Ft
ı
“ exp
ˆż T
t
ż
Rd
´
eiθGpT´s,xq ´ 1
¯
νpds, dxq
˙
¨ eiθe´bpT´tqSt
“: exppφpt, T, θq ` ψpt, T, θqStq,
which is the exponential-affine structure classifying affine processes. While for affine pro-
cesses φ and ψ are determined via solutions of generalized Riccati equations, in the shot-
noise case we obtain a simpler integral-representation. Similar in spirit, we obtain that if
the Markov property is satisfied, many expectations simplify considerably, as the following
result illustrates.
Corollary 2.3. Consider an inhomogeneous shot-noise process S with Gpt, xq “ xe´bt and
E|Xi| ă 8, i ě 1. Then, for T ą t,
ErST |Fts “ e´bpT´tqSt ` E
„ ÿ
TiPpt,T s
Uie
´bpT´Tiq

.
We now focus our attention on the important question of Markovianity of shot-noise
processes. Typically, shot-noise processes are not Markovian. Still, from a computational
point of view Markovianity could be preferable. Proposition 2.4 provides a clear classification
when the decay function satisfies Gpt, xq “ xHptq: then Markovianity is equivalent to an
exponential decay. In more general cases one typically looses Markovianity.
Proposition 2.4. Consider a standard shot-noise process S where Gpt, xq “ xHptq with a
ca`dla`g function H : Rě0 Ñ R. Assume that there exists an  ą 0 such that p0, s Ă HpR`q.
Then S is Markovian, if and only if there exist a, b P R such that
Hptq “ ae´bt.
Proof. First, consider the case where the shot-noise process S is Markovian (with respect to
the filtration F). For s ą t, we have that
ErSs|Fts “
ÿ
Tiďt
UiHps´ Tiq ` E
„ ÿ
TiPpt,ss
UiHps´ Tiq
ˇˇˇ
Ft

.(10)
As Z has independent and stationary increments, we obtain that
E
„ ÿ
TiPpt,ss
UiHps´ Tiq
ˇˇ
Ft

“ E
„ ÿ
TiPp0,s´ts
UiHps´ t´ Tiq

is a deterministic function (and hence does not depend on ω). From Markovianity it follows
that ErSs|Fts “ ErSs|Sts “: F˜ pt, s, Stq for all 0 ď s ď t, where F˜ is a measurable function.
Hence, we obtain the existence of a measurable function F : R` ˆ R` ˆ R, such thatř
Tiďt UiHps´ Tiq “ F pt, s, Stq(11)
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a.s. for all 0 ď t ď s. If PpU1 “ 0q “ 1 the claim holds with a “ 0. Otherwise choose
non-zero u such that (11) holds with U1, U2, . . . replaced by u. W.l.o.g. consider u “ 1.
In particular, F pt, s,Hpt ´ T1qq “ Hps ´ T1q holds a.s. As in Remark 2.3 we condition on
Nt “ n and obtain that
F pt, s,
nÿ
i“1
Hpt´ ηiqq “
nÿ
i“1
Hps´ ηiq “
nÿ
i“1
F pt, s,Hpt´ ηiqq(12)
with probability one, where ηi are i.i.d. U r0, ss. As p0, s Ă HpR`q,
F pt, s, x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xnq “
nÿ
i“1
F pt, s, xiq(13)
for all x1, x2, . . .R` and n ě 1 except for a null-set with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Note with h being ca`d so is F in the third coordinate and we obtain that (13) holds for all
x1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ P R`. Hence, F is additive such that F pt, s, xq “ F pt, s, 1qx (see Theorem 5.2.1
and Theorem 9.4.3 in Kuczma and Gila´nyi (2009)) for all x P R`.
Next, we exploit
F pt, s, 1qHpt´ uq “ Hps´ uq
for all 0 ď u ď t ď s to infer properties of h. First, u “ 0 gives F pt, s, 1qHptq “ Hpsq
and so Hp0q ­“ 0 because otherwise Hpsq would vanish for all s ě 0 which contradicts
p0, s Ă HpR`q. Next, u “ t gives Hps´ tq “ F pt, s, 1qHp0q such that
Hps´ tqHptq “ F pt, s, 1qHp0qHptq “ HpsqHp0q.
This in turn yields that f :“ Hptq{Hp0q satisfies
fpx` yq “ fpxqfpyq.
Then f is additive and measurable and hence continuous. The equation is a multiplicative
version of Cauchy’s equation and hence fpxq “ e´bx, see Theorem 13.1.4 in Kuczma and
Gila´nyi (2009) such that we obtain Hpxq “ Hp0qe´bx.
For the converse, note that if Gptq “ ae´bt, thenÿ
Tiďt
UiGps´ Tiq “ Gps´ tq
ÿ
Tiďt
UiGpt´ Tiq,
and hence (10) yields that S is Markovian. 
Remark 2.3. For Markovianity it is necessary that U1, U2, . . . are independent and iden-
tically distributed. Merely for the sake of the argument, assume that U1, U2 P t0, 1, 2u and
0 “ U3 “ U4, . . . . If t ą T1 and St “ 2 the distribution of St`1 depends not only on St but
also on the number of jumps before t and so it is not Markovian.
3. The application to financial markets
Shot-noise processes have been applied to the modelling of stock markets and to the
modelling of intensities, which is useful in credit risk and insurance mathematics. Following
the works Altmann et al. (2008); Schmidt and Stute (2007) and Moreno et al. (2011) we
consider the application to the modelling of stocks. The main idea is to extend the Black-
Scholes-Merton framework by a shot-noise component.
In this regard, we denote by X the price process of the stock. According to Lemma 2.2,
a shot-noise process where G is absolutely continuous (in time), i.e. Gpt, xq “ Gp0, xq `şt
0
gps, xqds, is a semimartingale. In financial markets, semimartingales are inherently linked
to absence of arbitrage via the fundamental theorem of asset pricing, see Delbaen and
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Schachermayer (2006) for a thorough discussion, such that from now on we focus on shot-
noise processes of this form.
In this regard, consider a marked point process Z “ pTi, Xiqiě1 with mark space Rd and
a noise function g : Rě0 ˆ Rd, determining the shot-noise component of our model. As
additional driver we consider a one-dimensional Brownian motion W , which is independent
of Z, and the volatility parameter σ ą 0. As previously, the integer-valued random measure
µ counts the jumps of the marked point process Z, see Equation (4). Altogether, we assume
that
Xt “ X0 exp
´
µt` σWt ´ σ
2t
2
`
ż t
0
ÿ
Tiďs
gps´ Ti, Uiqds`
ÿ
Tiďt
Gp0, Uiq
¯
, t ě 0.(14)
To guarantee absence of arbitrage, one has to find an equivalent martingale measure. How-
ever, for statistical estimation of the model it is important to have a nice structure of the
process under the risk-neutral measure. It turns out that this is not the case for the minimal
martingale measure, studied in Schmidt and Stute (2007). In the following we aim at clas-
sifying all martingale measures by a drift condition and give some hints of possible choices
of martingale measures suitable for applications. The first important step will therefore be
to classify all equivalent measures.
3.1. Equivalent measure changes. In this section we study general measure changes
which apply to different settings of shot-noise processes. We focus on the measure changes
for shot-noise processes in this part and leave the independent Brownian motion W aside
in our considerations until Section 3.3. In this regard, we will not be able to work with a
general filtration, but have to assume a specific structure, which is done in the following
two assumptions. We consider an initial σ-field H . A flexibility of the initial σ-field can be
useful when considering initial enlargements of the filtration, for example when considering
doubly-stochastic processes.
(A1): F “ F8´ and F is the smallest filtration for which µ is optional and H Ă F0.
(A2): The measure ν is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue-measure,
i.e. there is a kernel, which we denote again by νpt, dxq such that
νpdt, dxq “ νpt, dxqdt.
We set
ξn :“ inf
!
t ě 0 :
ż t
0
ż
Rd
p1´aY ps, uqq2νps, duqds ě n), for all n.
A measure P1 is called absolutely continuous with respect to a second measure P, if PpAq “ 0
implies P1pAq “ 0 for all A P F . In this case we write P1 ! P. An important tool on a
filtered probability space is the density process L. This is the unique martingale L, such
that for each t ě 0, Lt coincides with the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP1|Ft{dP|Ft . Here
we denote by P|Ft the restriction of P to pΩ,Ftq (and similarly for P1).
If P1 ! P and P ! P1 holds, then we call P and P1 equivalent and denote this relation by
P „ P1.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that (A1) and (A2) hold and P1 ! P. Then there exists a
PbBpRdq-measurable non-negative function Y such that the density process L of P1 relative
to P coincides with
Lnt “ e´
şt^ξn
0
ş
Rd pY ps,uq´1qνps,duqds
ź
Tiďt
Y pTi, Uiq(15)
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on J0, ξnK for all n ě 1. Moreover, Z is a (possibly explosive) marked point process under
P1 and its compensator w.r.t. P1 is given by Y pt, uqνpt, duqdt.
Proof. We apply Theorem III.5.43 in Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) and refer to their notation
for this proof. Note that because the compensator of Z is absolutely continuous,
Yˆt “
ż
Rd
Y pt, uqνpttu, duq “ 0
(compare Equation III.5.2) and therefore σ given in Equation III.5.6 satisfies σ “ 8. Fur-
thermore, the process H given in Equation III.5.7 satisfies
Ht “
ż t
0
ż
Rd
p1´aY ps, uqq2νps, duqds.
In general, H could explode, so that following III.5.9 we consider ξn “ inftt ě 0 : Ht ě nu
and define Nξn by
Nξnt :“
ż t^ξn
0
pY ´ 1q pµpds, duq ´ νps, duqdsq.
Proposition III.5.10 yields that there exists a unique N which coincides with Nξ
n
at least
on all random intervals J0, ξnK, n ě 1. Theorem III.5.43 yields that under our assumptions
the density L coincides with Ln as inspection of formula III.5.21 shows. This gives our
claim. 
The main tool is the following result which considers the stronger case of equivalent
measures.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (A1) and (A2) hold and P „ P1. Thenż t
0
ż
Rd
Y ps, uqνps, duqds ă 8(16)
P1-almost surely for all t ą 0 and the density L is given by
Lt “ e´
şt
0
ş
Rd pY ps,uq´1qνps,duqds
ź
Tnďt
Y pTn, Unq, t ě 0.(17)
Proof. As P and P1 are equivalent and we consider only non-explosive marked point pro-
cesses, P1plimnÑ8 Tn “ 8q “ 1. Hence
şt
0
ş
Rd νps, duqds ă 8 for all t ą 0, almost surely
with respect to P and P1.
Also,
şt
0
ş
Rd Y ps, uqνps, duqds ă 8: let At :“ tω P Ω :
şt
0
ş
Rd Y ps, uqνps, duqds “ 8u be a
set with positive probability. Then, Z vanishes on At and so P is not equivalent to P1 which
gives a contradiction. Because Y ν is non-negative At Ă At` for all  ą 0 and (16) follows
P1-almost surely for all t ą 0. Finally, note thatż t
0
ż
Rd
p1´aY ps, uqq2νps, duqds ď ż t
0
ż
Rd
p1` Y qνps, duqds ă 8.
Hence the ξn in Proposition 3.1 tend to infinity with probability 1. Then (15) together with
Proposition III.5.10 in Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) gives (17). 
We have the following important result: the shot-noise property is preserved under an
absolutely continuous (and hence also under an equivalent) change of measure.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that (A1) and (A2) hold and P1 ! P. If S is a shot-noise process
under P, then S is a shot-noise process under P1.
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Proof. The result follows immediately from the Definition 2.1 together with Proposition
3.1: under P1, the representation (3) of course still holds and by Proposition 3.1 states that
Z “ pTi, Uiqiě1 is a marked point process under P1. 
We will see that additional useful properties, like independent increments are not pre-
served under the change of measure, such that the specific structures of the shot-noise process
under both measures can be substantially different.
3.2. Preserving independent increments. Recall that we associated with Z the process
Z 1t “
ř
Tiďt Ui, t ě 0 which accumulates the jumps of Z. For tractability reasons one often
considers shot-noise processes driven by a marked point process where Z 1 has independent
increments. If the increments are moreover stationary and infinitely divisible, the associated
process Z 1 is a Le´vy process. We cover both cases in this section.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that P „ P1. Let the density process of P1 relative to P be of the
form (17).
(1) If Z 1 has independent increments under P and P1, then Y is deterministic.
(2) If Z 1 has independent and stationary increments under P and P1, then Y is deter-
ministic and does not depend on time.
Proof. Z 1 is a process with independent increments (PII), if and only if its compensator is
deterministic, see Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). Hence, if Z 1 is a PII under P, then νpω, t, dxq “
νpt, dxq is deterministic. By Proposition 3.1, Z 1 has a deterministic compensator under P1 if
and only if Y pω, t, uqνpt, duq is deterministic and hence Y pω, t, uq “ Y pt, uq is deterministic.
Stationarity is equivalent to ν being independent of time and so (ii) follows analogously. 
Example 3.1 (The Esscher measure). Consider a generic n-dimensional stochastic process
X. Then the Esscher measure (Esscher (1932)) is given by the density
Lt “ e
hXt
EpehXtq
where h P Rd is chosen in such a way that Z is a martingale. Esche and Schweizer (2005)
showed that the Esscher measure preserves the Le´vy property, in a specific context. It is
quite immediate that if applied to a model for stock prices driven by shot-noise processes
this property will not hold in general. Dassios and Jang (2003) applied the Esscher measure
to Markovian shot-noise processes.
Example 3.2 (The minimal martingale measure). The minimal martingale measure as
proposed in Fo¨llmer and Schweizer (1990) for a certain class of shot-noise processes has
been analysed in Schmidt and Stute (2007). It can be described as follows: consider the
special semimartingale X in its semimartingale decomposition X “ A `M where A is an
increasing process of bounded variation and M is a local martingale. Assume that there
exists a process ` which satisfies
At “
ż t
0
`sdxMys.
Then the density of the minimal martingale measure with respect to P is given by
L “ E
ˆż ¨
0
`s´dMs
˙
.
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Here E denotes the Doleans-Dade stochastic exponential, i.e. L is the solution of dLt “
Lt´`t´dMt. The minimal martingale measure need not exist in general. From (14), pro-
ceeding as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in Schmidt and Stute (2007), we obtain that
`t´ “ 1
Xt´
µ`řTiăt gpt´ Ti, Uiq ` şRdpeGp0,xq ´ 1qνpt, dsqş
RdpeGp0,xq ´ 1q2νpt, dsq
.
Conditions which ensure that the minimal martingale measure is indeed a probability mea-
sure can be found in Schmidt and Stute (2007).
From Theorem 3.4 it is clear, that the minimal martingale measure will not preserve
independent increments of Z 1 - a property which makes this measure less tractable for
financial applications. In the following section, we propose an alternative to this approach.
3.3. The drift condition. We consider the equivalent measure P1 „ P and assume that
(A1) and (A2) hold. Then Theorem 3.2 gives the relationship between both measures and
Z is again a marked point process under P1. The compensator of µ under P1 is given by
ν1pdt, txq “ ν1pt, dxqdt “ νpt, dxqY pt, xqdt.
In addition, we consider, as in Equation (14) a Brownian motion W , which is (under P)
independent of Z. By the equivalent change of measure, there exists a market price of
(diffusive) risk ξ, such that W 1 “ W ` ş¨
0
ξsds is a P1-Brownian motion, see Jacod and
Shiryaev (2003), Theorem III.3.24.
We assume that discounting takes place via a bank account with short rate r - here r is
a progressively measurable process such that
şt
0
rsds ă 8 P-a.s. for all t ě 0.
Theorem 3.5. The equivalent measure P1 is a (local) martingale measure, if
rt “ µ´ σξt `
ż
Rd
gpt´ s, xqν1pt, dxq `
ż
Rd
´
eGp0,xq ´ 1
¯
ν1pt, dxq(18)
dPb dt-almost surely for all t ě 0.
Proof. We first derive the semimartingale representation of X. By Itoˆ’s formula and (8),
dXt “ Xt´
ˆ
µdt` σdWt `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
gpt´ s, xqµpds, dxq
˙
`
ż
Rd
Xt´
´
eGp0,xq ´ 1
¯
µpdt, dxq.
As already mentioned, the equivalent change of measure allows to introduce a drift ξ to the
Brownian motion, such that W 1 “ W ` ş¨
0
ξsds is a P1-Brownian motion. Compensating µ
with the P1-compensator ν1 and discounting in the usual way gives the result. 
It is apparent that typically there will be many solutions of the drift condition. With
a view on tractability it is reasonable to impose that the marked point process Z has
independent (and possibly stationary) increments under P and P1. From Theorem 3.4 it
follows that this is the case if the function Y is deterministic (and does not depend on
time). Then, from Equation (18) we obtain the following condition on the drift ξ,
ξt “ σ´1
´
µ´ rt `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
gpt´ s, xqµpds, dxq `
ż
Rd
´
eGp0,xq ´ 1
¯
Y pt, xqνpt, dxq
¯
.(19)
If there were no jumps, we obtain that ξ coincides with the classical market price of (diffusive)
risk, σ´1pµ´ rq.
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Example 3.3 (Independent and stationary increments under both measures). Fix a fi-
nite time horizon T˚ and assume that Z 1 has independent and stationary increments,
i.e. νpt, dxq “ λF pdxq where F is the distribution of U1 and λ ą 0 is the arrival rate of
the jumps. Assume that F 1 is equivalent to F , i.e. F 1pdxq “ ηpxqF pdxq and λ1 ą 0. Then an
equivalent change of measure is obtained via Y pt, xq “ λ1λ ηpxq. In this case, the arrival rate
of jumps under P1 is λ1 and the jumps sizes are again i.i.d. with distribution F 1. Assume
that
ş
eGp0,xqF 1pdxq ă 8 and let ξ be such that
ξt “ σ´1
´
µ´ rt `m1 `
ż t
0
ż
Rd
gpt´ s, xqµpds, dxq
¯
(20)
with m1 :“
ş
Rd
´
eGp0,xq ´ 1
¯
λ1F 1pdxq. If furthermore the processˆ
E
´ ż t
0
ξsdWs
¯˙
0ďtďT˚
is a true martingale, then P1 is an equivalent (local) martingale measure.
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